Introduction
Most capacitive array sensors to date are designed for macroscopic robotics applications. Even designs utilizing micromachining for construction are often designed according to macroscale specifications and intended for macroscale use. Similarly, sensors designed for small feature perception are usually intended for use on systems much larger than the features they sense.
We propose a sensor design for experimentation in medium-density sub-millimeter tactile sensing, where the entire tactile array is smaller than lmm' and spatial resolution is at least ten times that of a human. Several potential uses for such a sensor would exploit its small size and high resolution. One use is placement on the end of a catheter or on the fingers of an endoscopic-surgery telemanipulator to test sensing of organic tissue on a small scale (see Potential uses require that the tactile array be 1) small in size (less than lmm square); 2) inexpensive and disposable for biomedical applications; 3) easily and repeatably mass fabricated in different array sizes; 4) packaged in a useful manner. To meet the first three requiremenh, we chose a foundry surface micromachining process performed at the MCNC Center for Microelectronics [MCNC 941 . This process consists mainly of two structural layers of polysilicon (poly1 and poly2) and two layers of sacrificial phosphosilicate glass (PSGL ancl PSG2). One or both layers of "sacrificial" glass are etched away from the multi-layered process to leave the poly1 and poly2 structural layers free standing (Figure 3) . The MCNC process is compatible with IC fabrication, so that a fully integrated sensor could eventually be realized.
Sensor Ilesign

Mechanics of Cell Design
Most macroscopic capacitive tactile sensors are composed (of flat, parallel plates separated by a high dielectric elastic material. This is difficult to do on the microscale. Conducting beams are easily fabricated using; micro-machining techniques, but have a nonlinear response for larger loads, aIthough it can be approximated as l i n e a r for small (less than 10% saturation) prewires.
Polyimide and other layers easily applied using IC processing are not elastic enough for our applications. A stylized model of our sensor cell, showing physical dimensions, is shown in Figure 2 . The drive conductor is modelled as a rigidly supported beam suspended over a flat sense line. We can assume that a signal applied to the rubber surface will be low-pass filtered enough that the force distribution directly on the drive beam will be uniform.
The equation for beam length given a known maximum deflection and uniform pressure on the beam surface is [Shigley/Mitchell 831: Here E=160GPa for polysilicon, p is the largest detectable pressure before saturating the sensor, and I is the moment of inertia for the beam. The values h=1.5pm and ymax=0.5pm are set by the MCNC process. For a doubly-supported beam of width b=90pm and a maximum pressure of 200kPa, a reasonable pressure to exert on organic tissue without tearing or injury, we have a beam length of L=80pm.
The vertical deflection, y, of the beam, as a function of horizontal position,x, is:
241E
The model assumes no tensile or compressive gradient in the polysilicon film. The model also assumes highly stiff step-up supports, which may or may not be an accurate model [Meng/Mehregany/Mullen 931. However, this basic model should give us an approximate relationship between applied pressure and deflection.
Electrical Design
To calculate the capacitance between the poly 1 flat conductor and the poly 2 beam under load, we approximate the beam as many parallel plate capacitors of small length and width b. This assumption is reasonable given sensor geometry under pressures less 
where EO is the dielectric constant for air, y(x,p) is given in ( 2), and w -U = 70pm. T h e capacitance is nearly linear for pressures below 20kPa.
The capacitive tactel design is shown in Figure 3 .
Each cell is composed of a poly0 ground line (to decrease stray capacitance through the substrate), separated from the poly1 sense line by a 2pm thick PSG layer. Once the sensors are released, a 0.5pm air gap exists between the sense lines and the poly2 drive lines, which run perpendicular t o the sense lines with supports between each cell (see Figure 4 ). Finally, a layer of rubber protects the polysilicon surface and low-pass filters the applied signal. A rubber thickness approximately equal to sensor spacing is a good compromise between sensitivity and aliasing requirements [Fearing 901. Our rubber layers are slightly thinner since initial experimentation showed that high sensitivity was more difficult to obtain than good interpolation. Figure 5 shows a scanning electron micrograph of micro-tactels. Figure 6 is a microscope photo of an entire array before rubber application.
Analysis
Predicted Sensitivity
An approximate relationship between change in pressure and change in capacitance is found using the first two terms of the Taylor Series expansion of ( 3 ) 
The sensitivity is the derivative term, with the following closed-form solution: capacitance change with on-chip electronics. Our force sensitivity is very high for a tactile sensor, and is compatible with sub-millimeter scale manipulation. Percent change in signal can be expressed as: where ygaP is the distance between conductors at the center of the structure.
Predicted Change in Capacitance
The electzostatic force can be solved for numerically using the st,ored energy in the capacitor:
where V is the a.pplied DC bias, and C is found using ( 3) for values of pressure obtained by varying ygap in ( 1). An upper bound is set by solving for force as a functicm of voltage for a parallel plate capacitor separated by t h e distance ygap:
The spring force for the beam, and the electrostatic forces for both the beam and parallel plate approximations, are shown in Figure 8 . We see that gaps less than 35nn-i must be avoided. This deflection corresponds to an applied pressure of ISGkPa, well above the linear region of 20kPa, indicating stability during normal use.
The minimurn DC bias for which pull-in will occur over the enlire 0.5pm air gap, using ( 9), is 45V. From the beam approximation of equation ( 8), we predict a pull-in of around 70V. 
Experimental Results
The sensors were released from the sacrificial PSG2 layer using HF etching. The rubber was molded into thin sheets between glass plates, cut into 1-2 mm2 pieces, and applied t o the released sensor surface while structurally stable, but not completely cured. Removal of the rubber pieces after curing resulted in 60-80% liftoff of the poly2 surface with little damage to the poly1 surface, indicating partial adhesion of rubber t o poly2.
The sensor was packaged in a DIP package and placed directly atop the pre-amplification circuitry to minimize pick-up and amplification of stray capacitance. T h e entire board was placed on a motorized x-y stage accurate t o within 1.2pm. The stage was placed under a microscope for visual inspection.
Two sensors were tested. Sensor A was used for uncoated and rubber-coated static loading tests, and hysteresis measurements. Sensor B was used for spatial impulse response tests and imaging. The major difference between the sensors were the rubber layers, which came from different batches, and may have polymerized slightly differently. The rubber layers also differed in thickness, approximately 50pm thick for sensor A and approximately 80pm thick for sensor B.
All testing was accomplished using a personal computer and software designed for arrays of larger (3" spacing) tactile sensors.
Sensitivity Measurements 4.1.1 Without Rubber, Single Cell
Jewel-bearing meter movements and flat, approximately 80pm diameter probe tips were used to apply force directly to the polysilicon surface of the drive lines. T h e force was increased in steps and the resulting percent changes from baseline capacitance obtained. Figure 9 shows the results of one test, along with a plot of expected values and a linear leastsquares fit t o the data.
The response is monotonic, but not perfectly linear, with these small forces easily detectable (larger It is possible that either the force application method or the sensor response are nonlinear. In fact, a second order least-squares fit t o the d a t a was closer than a linear fit. It is also possible that the force application has large errors in calibration and/or repeatability. We suspect the force application is at fault, since the rubber-coated sensors suggest a fairly linear response. The force range tested is also very small (20pN). Still, these experiments show sensors that are behaving at least in the range of what was expected.
The pull-in voltage was determined experimentally for several 200kPa and lOOkPa sensor cells. T h e setup consisted of a high-voltage power supply connected through a 1OOKCI resistor to a sensor cell. A digital storage oscilloscope measured average (over three cells) pull-in voltages of 59V for the 200kPa sensor and 26V for the lO0kPa sensor. These measurements are lower than the predicted values of 70V and 55V. They are, however, above the minimum predicted pullin, using the parallel plate approximation, of 45V and 20v.
No proximity effects or hysteresis effects were noticed, and the post-test and pre-test offset values were virtually the same, indicating recovery of deflected elements under normal operation.
With Rubber, Single Cell
The application of rubber presents many problems t o finding a simple sensitivity relationship between pressure on the rubber surface and percent change in capacitance. The elastic behavior of the rubber, the imperfect interface and adhesion between the rubber and the polysilicon, and the low-pass filtering and loss of signal a t the polysilicon supports are just a few of the difficulties. We know that sensitivity will diminish, but we cannot easily predict how much it will decrease.
Using a mechanical force gauge and an 80pm probe tip, forces were applied in approximately 0.1" steps to three different sensor cells. The results of this experiment for tactels (4,4),(4,6), and (7,6) are shown on the same axis in Figure 10 , along with linear leastsquares fits for each cell's data.
The responses were nearly linear for all three cells, 
Spatial Impulse Response
The spatial response of a tactile sensor is one of the most important measurements of tactile sensor performance. Because the rubber acts as a low-pass spatial filter, application of a probe to the sensor surface affects not only the tactel(s) directly beneath the probe, but the surrounding tactels as well (see Figure 11) . Thus, normal forces ctm be localized t o better than sensor spacing. It is desirable to have spatial uniformity between tactels and enough overlap for good interpolation between elements. It is also desirable to have similar peak deformations for each tactel, i.e., Spatial impulse response tests were performed by stepping the sensor along a line by tens of microns between force applications. The results of one of these tests is shown iin Figure 12 . For this test, the applied force was approximately 7.5" using an 80pm probe. The test resudts are somewhat noisy. We attribute this to the: inac'curacies of the testing apparatus. We estimate that the applied force was only repeatable to within 10-20% due to probe slippage, imperfect leveling of the sensor surface, friction in the mechanical gauge, and friction in the probe loading vernier.
Even with such inaccuracies, the overlap is obvious and fairl!y uniform, as are the peak deformations (gain). Oiur spatial impulse response tests show much mort:: uniformity in peak sizes than most handmade, macroscopic capacitive array sensors, where the peak 'deformations can vary by as much as 3:l [Sladek/Fearing; 901 . This is due to the highly accurate IC processing techniques, with the remaining variation attributed to non-uniformity of rubber thickness and adhesion.
Qualitative Imaging
We applied various shapes to the sensor surface and plotted the output in gray scale, three dimensions, and using contours (Figures 13 -15 ). Although such plots tell us very little about the tactile sensor (Figures 10, 12 and 16 are the real measures), they give us a quick check of qualitative sensor operation.
The razor blade orientation is qualitatively obvious, but the difference between the square and circular objects are not easily seen, although the sensor faithfully reproduce( I the relative sizes of the objects. 
Temporal Hysteresis
Hysteresis is the worst problem with our sensors and renders them impractical for applications at present. Whenever an elastomer is used as a structural element and deformed by large amounts, hysteresis results due to elastic set and creep. This has been demonstrated for macroscopic sensors [Sladek/Fearing 901, including human skin [Dinnar 701 . However, the hysteresis that our sensors exhibit cannot be attributed to the usual reasons since it is much worse than previously reported hysteresis for macroscopic sensors. Other causes, such as tactel structure, the imperfect polysilicon/rubber interface, water vapor, or imperfect polymerization of rubber on the microscale may be at fault. Figure 16 shows a worst result hysteresis test. A force was applied via a l m m steel sphere under 2.5" load at time zero, and removed at time 60 seconds. We note the initial signal jump to 90% of its peak, the slow leveling t o peak value over 20 seconds, and the extremely slow decay after probe removal. The sensor took nearly a minute to decay to 10% of its peak value.
This was not expected.
We are working on ways t o reduce the hysteresis via drying techniques, different elastomers, and rubber application methods. We believe further research is worthwhile given the otherwise very positive testing results of the sensor.
Conclusions
Linear sensitivity for tactels prior to rubber coating was approximately 0.022%/pN as tested with an 80pm probe, and 4.88%/mN for rubber coated tactels using an 80pm probe. Sensor B was somewhat less sensitive; several grams of force were needed to produce usable images of the surface mount diode, which is fine for such a hard object, but far too much for organic tissue. The sensors possessed high spatial resolution and good spatial uniformity. Hysteresis was a severe problem, taking almost 60 seconds for the signal to fall t o 10% of the peak deflection, and up to 10% remaining for several minutes. The sensors themselves were inexpensive and disposable even though they were foundry-made prototypes (approximately $5 per sensor). The largest expense for practical application would be the time-consuming calibration and packaging needed for each sensor.
In summary, the sensors were able to survive repeated contacts with the environment over a several month period. Off-chip electronics simplified the design of the prototype, allowing us to make direct comparisons with well understood macroscopic sensors that use the same electronics. The sensors possessed sensitivities and spatial performance compatible with the detection of small objects of moderate fragility. The tactels were of high density, acting as a microscope for the sense of touch, able to extract very small features and sense very small objects. Hysteresis and packaging issues must be addressed before the sensor can be considered useful for practical applications.
